**CIR to probe fight for union recognition**

Dermot Byrne

EAST KILBRIDE: Hundreds of workers at the European Sound Reproduction factory have taken strike action in a bid to establish a union. The action follows widespread demonstrations outside the factory gates last week.

The strikers, mainly workers aged 35-50, have been on the picket line for almost 100 of them kept in the factory gates to block lorries trying to begin operations, new estimates by the strikers themselves, are that the workforce is down by at least 10 per cent. The police have expressed concern that the strike could soon turn violent.

**IT'S NOT JUST A BLOODY INSULT**

Joe Kenyon

CIRSEX.

Bruce Lord, the minister for industrial relations, has been accused of incompetence and lack of judgment.

As a result of the strike, conditions in the factory have deteriorated, with workers complaining of poor working conditions and long working hours.

**Dustmen return to face battle on productivity**

Bob Light

LONDON: The government's productivity campaign has been met with resistance from the trade unions, who are warning of a possible strike.

The union leaders have been accused of being too soft on management, with the government's productivity drive seen as a threat to workers' rights.

**Equal pay possible now**

The latest figures from the Equal Opportunities Commission show that there is still a long way to go before equal pay is achieved for women workers.

The increase in profits has been met with opposition from some observers, who argue that the benefit is not enough to outweigh the cost of increased wages.

**THE MINERS' STRIKE is a magnificent inspiration to all workers in a class movement.**

The strike is the back of the miners' tireless work on the factory floor and the fight for their union. The richness of the picket lines and the determination of the men and women on picket duty are a magnificent inspiration to all workers in a class movement.

On Tuesday the NUM leaders ordered the strike back to work, only to be told that they would accept the NCB offer, which excludes the miners' demands for an eight-hour day. The union with a call on the following Tuesday to put the matter to a national ballot. The tactics are clearly designed to leave the men to feel the pressure of the national ballot.

It is not surprising that the NUM executive should have no patience for the strike. Out of 100 miners only 50 are at work, and they are in a losing position. The NCB, however, has made a move to put the matter to a national ballot.

The present situation is a demand for the organization of the mines. The union must act now to lay every tactical weapon before the miners, and not taking the decisions not to be the solution.

**MAGNIFICENT MINERS**

Solidarity inspires all workers

The picketing miners told NUM HQ on Tuesday that they are ready to have a meeting at the main entrance to the Miners' Federation building and that they will continue to fight for their rights.

**LONER**

It demands a strengthening of the trade unions at a time of internationalism and the NCB should be treated as a national enemy. The miners have made a move to put the matter to a national ballot.

In the meantime, the miners must continue to fight for their rights. The NUM executive should have no patience for the strike, and the miners must take a stand against the NCB.
Heartfield - he put the workers in the picture

by PAUL FOOT

ANY DAY NOW we can expect a new wave to France cordemania. The prototypes of the British Communist will be following its French counterpart on its first experimental test flights.

Most of the people in the country will be told about this on the radio, and many will be tempted to the special cheap fares with the special capital of the British Aircraft Corporation public relations department. The result will be filling the front pages of the newspapers, and with Dr. Dada in the background, with much talk about the 'soft' capital of the British experiment, and the way in which the two cities, Paris and London, will be united.

We think that the idea of the 'soft' capital of the British experiment is a fantastic idea. The British experiment is going to be a failure.

On its first test, the prototype was driven directly to Belfort and the result was disastrous.

The inhabitants of these cities, who live on the west coast of Britain, are not the only workers in this country whose existence depends on the survival of the Social Democratic Party.

Heinrich’s collaborator, George Orwell

GEORGE ALLCORN and his wife are a working-class family with 3 children. They live in a council flat in the west end of London. Their home has had a constant struggle against the authority. They have lived there for 2 years, and the local authority has tried to evict them for months.

September 31, 1938, the struggle became too great and George and his wife were evicted from the premises. They were forced to live with a friend in a flat in the west end of London.

This piece of political action was started by the local authority.

The Allcorns did not leave their home.

By GEOFF SHAW and PAM REFFELL

The battle of Hastings

Tenants versus landlords and police

The Alcorn’s biggest struggle was with the council: they were evicted from their home and they were forced to live in a friend’s flat in the west end of London.

The idea of the ‘soft’ capital of the British experiment was a fantastic idea. The British experiment is going to be a failure.

THE BATTLE OF HASTINGS

Tenants versus landlords and police

by GEOFF SHAW and PAM REFFELL

THE CRIMINAL WASTE

JUNKINS

Taken aside

This privilege, of course, will not be available to the tenants of the British experiment, whose houses suffer damage, as no working-class tenants were invited to the opening of the Chiswick development.

The Alcorn’s biggest struggle was with the council: they were evicted from their home and they were forced to live in a friend’s flat in the west end of London.

The idea of the ‘soft’ capital of the British experiment was a fantastic idea. The British experiment is going to be a failure.
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Jobs security - now is the time to demand cast-iron guarantees

by JIM HIGGINS
Post Office Engineering Union

There is a tendency in the current economic climate to look for simple solutions to complex problems. At its crudest, the argument runs: Lenin was wrong, and we should overthrow capitalism and establish socialism. This is a simplistic view, and it is important to understand the context in which it was raised.

In the early 20th century, the Russian Revolution in 1917 and the subsequent civil war led to the establishment of the Soviet Union. This was seen as a triumph over capitalism and the beginning of a new era of social progress. However, the reality of life under socialism was far from simple. The lack of political freedom, economic stagnation, and inequality all contributed to the eventual collapse of the Soviet Union.

The adoption of a form of negotiating machinery that builds on the trade union official as a more plausible substitute for the role of the state in workers' welfare is an essential step forward. This machinery must be backed by a strong trade union movement, which can then stand as a counterweight to the capitalist system.
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CIVIL RIGHTS NOT TO STAND IN BY-ELECTION

THE IRISH Civil Rights Solidarity Campaign has decided not to field a candidate in the North Down by-election. But Jim Lamborn, civil rights leader, said that the Labour government is trying to suppress the civil rights movement.

The main reason for the decision is the change in the political situation in Northern Ireland. The continuation of the civil rights movement has made it impossible for the Labour Party to win a by-election. The decision was taken at a meeting of the campaign's leadership and supporters.

The campaign has been forced to the brink of collapse by the actions of the British army and the Unionist government. The army has been using excessive force to control the peaceful demonstrations by the civil rights movement. The government has been using its power to suppress the movement, including the banning of the campaign and the arrest of its leaders.

The Labour government has been trying to suppress the civil rights movement in order to maintain its hold on power. The government has been using its power to suppress the civil rights movement, including the banning of the campaign and the arrest of its leaders.

The decision of the civil rights movement not to field a candidate in the North Down by-election is a significant blow to the Labour Party. The party has been struggling to maintain its support in Northern Ireland, and the decision will make it even more difficult for the party to win the by-election.

The civil rights movement is a powerful force in Northern Ireland, and its decision not to field a candidate in the North Down by-election is a sign of its strength. The movement will continue to fight for civil rights and justice in Northern Ireland, and it will not be defeated by the actions of the Labour government.

Richard Kirkwood

Rank men want more

In the pamphlet which he used to win the vote, he promised dynamic leadership. He promised that he would not have to work overtime and that the government would not be forced to seek the consent of the Northern Ireland Assembly.

The pamphlet also promised that he would not have to work overtime and that the government would not be forced to seek the consent of the Northern Ireland Assembly.

MINERS from page one
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